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“We got a tremendous response to ‘History of FIFA’ and the physical and tactical layers of FIFA 22, but we’re still looking for feedback from the
community,” said JC Frawley, Senior Producer on FIFA 22, via EA Sports blog. “We’ve just rolled out ‘HyperMotion Technology’ to the public for the
first time, and you can experience and share your feedback to help shape FIFA 22. We’re continuing to listen and take on all the feedback we
receive, and hope you’ll try out ‘HyperMotion Technology’ as well as ‘History of FIFA’ to help us deliver FIFA 22.” “HyperMotion Technology” is at
the core of the new gameplay experience in FIFA 22. Key elements include: “Bio-Dynamics” Crosses through the air, as well as tackles and passes
in-game, are much more realistic and dynamic, with improved ball physics. “Build-Up Ball” Ball dribbles are more fluid and natural; accelerations
and stops are more realistic. “Striker’s Zone” Added to the player’s goal threat, and used to create more realistic pressure on defences.
“Goalkeeper’s Ball” Visual cues in the game are now scaled to match the player’s size, so that the goalkeeper can interact more naturally with the
ball. “Speed on the Ball” Fewer sequences of player collisions, and more realistic acceleration and deceleration when the ball makes contact. “First
Touch Control” Improved control over first touches is applied to a wider range of actions on the ball, and players respond more dynamically and
realistically to challenges. “Zones in Motion” By colour-coding areas where players move freely and areas where the ball can be played, you can
build more natural paths on the pitch for players to move in or out. “Impact Engine” Players defend, pass and attack more realistically, with the ball
now naturally absorbing and deflecting contact from the surface. “Sprint” Passing is now much faster, and defenders are less likely to get caught
with the ball because players can pull
Features Key:
One player, one match, one living football experience
Play in any of the six official football leagues or other grassroots clubs where you live.
Create your very own football club with millions of real players to challenge.
Choose from real clubs in real-life competitions like the Premier League, Champions League, La Liga, Serie A, Bundesliga, and many more.
Teams in the FIFA Ultimate Team roster are fully licensed and authentic and may be customized with crests, kits, players, stadiums, and much more.
Make improvements and customize items, like changing the colors of a player’s boots to completely personalize your team.
FIFA 22 will include an EA SPORTS Season Pass, which will contain all the in-game content released in the upcoming year.
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The OFFICIAL MOBILE GAME of FIFA, where players build-your-team from over 600 real players and compete for the coveted JOY OF FOOTBALL
trophy. Gain exclusive behind-the-scenes access to choose your Club and step into the boots of your favourite real life footballer. Create your own
Legend! FIFA is the only football game where you have the power to decide a club’s kit, tactics, formation, style of play, play-type and stadium.
FIFA is the only football game where you can compete with real players from over 600 clubs in official FIFA competitions, making it the only football
game that puts you into the match. FIFA is played by over 140 million fans, with over 60 Million active players, making it the world’s most popular
mobile football game. Get ready to experience football like never before! FIND OUT MORE AT Mobile Homepage * FIFAWINDS.com FIFA World Cup™
Ever imagined a FIFA World Cup™ game like no other? FIFA World Cup™ Mode is the ultimate FIFA experience, with the ability to play through
every tournament from start to finish, and experience all 22 official FIFA tournaments. FIFA World Cup™ Mode is the ultimate FIFA experience, with
the ability to play through every tournament from start to finish, and experience all 22 official FIFA tournaments. UEFA Champions League™ Win
the UEFA Champions League™ with authentic team management and tactics, including selecting the next generation of the world’s greatest
footballers. Create the ultimate team with over 600 real football stars from over 500 clubs and experience the emotions of the greatest tournament
in the world. Win the UEFA Champions League™ with authentic team management and tactics, including selecting the next generation of the
world’s greatest footballers. Create the ultimate team with over 600 real football stars from over 500 clubs and experience the emotions of the
greatest tournament in the world. UEFA Europa League™ Winner of the UEFA Europa League™ returns with exclusive features to play through your
favourite season of the tournament. Work your way through to the finals and watch your favourite club lift the trophy for the first time. Winner of
the UEFA Europa League™ returns with exclusive features to play through your favourite season of the tournament. Work your way through to the
finals and watch your favourite club lift the trophy for the first time. • bc9d6d6daa
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Collect and develop more than 30 real world stars, including Gareth Bale, Wayne Rooney, Neymar, and other top players as well as FUT Legends to
create teams. Go head to head in the new Rivals mode with your friends as well as global online challenges. MULTIPLAYER Be a Pro in any
competitive format where teamwork and passing are key. Win the PES Pro-Pilot Cup in the new 3v3 Quick Match and achieve in all 8 game modes
including Exhibition, UEFA Champions League, UEFA Europa League and Confederations Cup. EA SPORTS FIFA is the only sports title that delivers
the definitive football action with FIFA Seasons. Play the real looking leagues and clubs, compete in FIFA Leagues and participate in the new
worldwide FIFA Club World Cups. PLAYER BASED MOVEMENT – Experience a more fluid, responsive and realistic football gameplay experience, and
get to know your players more deeply. With FIFA 22, the introduction of visual Player Movement cues give you the biggest improvements in the
history of the series. New Player Responses improve the variety of reactions in each challenge and lead to smarter gameplay and more varied
attacking options. Refereeing – FIFA is the first in-game sports title to have a full Referee Career mode, allowing players to participate in games in
real-time, learn and gain experience as a referee, and further their career as an international referee. Play as in-game refs, influence the course of
a match, deal with crowd trouble, gain bonuses in and out of the referee’s role in career mode as well as assist in refereeing games online. Online
Seasons – Up to four players from one club can play in a single match online. Explore new challenges and enjoy the game in a new way on FIFA 22.
Players can choose from dynamic play styles ranging from raw, exciting Football to more calculated and strategic approaches. FIFA Club World Cup
– Play to win the FIFA Club World Cup in the new FIFA Club World Cup mode as well as win in the new Online FIFA Club World Cups which allows up
to four friends to play for a trophy in a single match. RESOLUTION FILTERING – Blur faces, locations and detail can be removed in-game in FIFA 22.
Players who choose to play in a lower resolution setting will have a new option in the game settings menu to remove the extra details and pixels.
SINGLEPLAYER – Create a player who suits your style
What's new in Fifa 22:
Damper 2.0 – Create a resistance force and control opposition shots to customize your damper settings.
New Foot Possession System – Mimics the way the real football brain processes possession. In FIFA 22, it’s every touch that matters.
New Tutorials – The most popular aspects of FIFA 21 have been perfected.
8 New FIFA Moments – Storyline Moments and celebrations to unlock.
Brand New Stadiums – This year, Stadiums feel more real - and better.
Full 3D Rematch Clock – Vary your quarter-time tactics as the clock ticks down.
Skill Moves – Improved dribbling animation gives you a new way to force opportunities
“Grow Young Again” – New licensed players.
FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture
suits. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 22 gameplay.
Key features:
Career
Play as a manager and a player in your career – Manage a club from all 38 countries around the world, using over 600 authentic kits, or start with a blank canvas in a new game.
Edit kits, create new teams and seasons, and manage every aspect of your club - from registration, stadium design to player contracts.
Create and share any Fantasy League you want - group and individual.
Stadiums and MLS
Load your stadium with crowd noises and chants from more than 500,000 stadium creations for FIFA.
More real-world details - broken glass, traffic cones and rows of seats.
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Welcome to soccer! EA SPORTS FIFA is the world’s leading soccer franchise, where football comes to life like never before.
Featuring the dynamic, authentic emotion of players and real-life stadium environments, FIFA is the most exciting soccer
videogame you will play. Get ready to experience the highs, and the lows, of FIFA in a new, all-encompassing gameplay
experience. From the pitch to the street Learn and control players through a combination of Real Player Motion Technology (RPM)
and 10 Player Faces. An all-new animation engine runs through every motion, giving players more control over their team. On the
training pitch, PEAUSE™ can be used to guide your player through the right drills. Analyze your tactics, game plan and make the
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right calls with the new Tactical Analysis Screen. Across all modes This season of FIFA comes equipped with fundamental
gameplay innovations and a new season of innovation across every mode. FIFA Ultimate Team™ FIFA Ultimate Team brings the
unpredictable intensity of the real thing to life through the strategic purchase and development of players. Build a squad that fits
your style of play, by selecting from more than 250 unique players, and manage your team during the season. Features include: •
Deep manager tools with enhanced coaching mechanisms to make your team stronger • Earn and spend coins in your FUT Draft
league, and unlock FUT packs to build the ultimate team • Be part of the top 3,000 clubs worldwide with manager and player
challenges • Interact with fans through the FUT Chat Channel Real Pro™ Build and manage your squad with real-world players and
manage your team through a competitive tournament format. This season’s Real Pro mode takes simulation gameplay to the next
level with new player skill ratings and an all-new Draft League, where you can play in real-time or in asynchronous tournament
matches against other players around the world. • Manager your team through a series of matches against new computercontrolled opponents • Follow the players in-game and behind the scenes with a deeper set of in-game analytics Career Join the
best women’s and men’s academy teams around the world, and rise through the ranks to compete in your country’s most
prestigious leagues. With over 50 leagues and more than 100,000 players, this year
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